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Abstract - We study the performance of optimal spatial filters in flat fading channels by means of antenna and diversity gains, by which we denote an amplification of mean signal levels and a reduction of fading-related fluctuation, respectively. For these gain variables, we introduce mathematical expressions by considering the transformation of short-term SINR probability density functions between the antenna inputs and the output of the antenna array. We evaluate the improvements for various prototypical propagation and array scenarios in the single user case, i.e., the case where all interferences are approximated as additive white Gaussian noise. It is shown analytically that under these conditions and under the assumption of perfect channel estimation, the antenna gain is always given by the number of antenna elements - regardless of wave incidence and array geometries. Moreover, the fading reduction capabilities in a given situation are found to be a matter of the orientation of multipath steering vectors in the signal space: a high diversity gain is achieved if the wave and array geometries are such that the inner products between all possible pairs of steering vectors of the desired signal are small. It is clarified how these observations are reflected in the time-variant beampattern behaviour of the array. In particular, the occurrence of grating lobes with larger spacings can be used to resolve directional multipath in order to achieve fading reduction without sacrificing antenna gain. Finally, we illustrate the impact of the two distinguishable gain contributions on typical bit error rate versus SNR plots. Keywords: antenna gain, diversity gain, beamforming, spatial processing, antenna array



Verschmelzung der zwei traditionellen Sichtweisen bei räumlichen Filtern - Strahlformung und Diversität Übersicht - In dieser Arbeit werden optimale räumliche Filter in Flachschwundkanälen anhand von Antennen- und Diversitätsgewinnen untersucht, welche die Verstärkung mittlerer Signalstörabstände bzw. eine Reduktion der Signalschwundintensität bezeichnen. Für diese Gewinnmaße werden mathematische Ausdrücke definiert, welche auf die Transformation der Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte-Funktion des kurzzeitigen Signalstörabstandes zwischen den Eingängen und dem Ausgang der Antennengruppe zurückgreifen. Für verschiedene prototypische Welleneinfalls- und Array-Szenarien und den Fall eines Einzelteilnehmers, also bei Modellierung aller Störsignale durch additives Gaußrauschen, wird eine Auswertung dieser Verbesserungsvariablen durchgeführt. So wird analytisch gezeigt, daß der Antennengewinn unter diesen Bedingungen und bei perfekter Kanalschätzung immer der Anzahl der Antennenelemente entspricht - unabhängig vom Welleneinfall und der räumlichen Antennenanordnung. Außerdem zeigt sich, daß die Schwundreduktion von der Orientierung der Steeringvektoren der einfallenden Wellenfronten im Signalraum abhängig ist: Ein hohes Maß an Diversitätsgewinn wird erreicht, wenn die Skalarprodukte aller möglichen Steeringvektorpaare des Nutzsignals klein sind. Zudem wird erläutert, wie sich diese Beobachtungen im zeitvarianten Winkelstrahlverhalten der Antennengruppe wiederspiegelt. Insbesondere können sog. Grating Lobes bei großen Antennenabständen verwendet werden, um gerichteten Mehrwegeeinfall aufzulösen. Dadurch ergibt sich eine große Schwundreduktion, ohne daß Antennengewinn geopfert werden muß. Abschließend wird die Auswirkung der verschiedenen Gewinnmaße auf den Verlauf typischer Bitfehlerkurven veranschaulicht.
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1. Introduction Adaptive or "smart" antennas are characterized as a set of radio sensors in conjunction with multi-dimensional signal processing techniques in receive or transmit mode of wireless communication systems. Currently, multiple antenna systems are gaining significant importance as a promising enabler of next-generation high-rate mobile and fixed radio applications. The most basic structure of such an adaptive antenna array is shown for the receive mode case in Fig. 1. x1(t)
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The goal of this paper is to present a unified approach to these two views of spatial filters and explain the occurring effects from a perspective of signal space considerations and antenna beam and grating lobe patters1. Here, the receive mode case is studied. However, from a physical point of view, the general results are equally important to the transmit case of smart antenna systems due to the reciprocity of the radio propagation channel.
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Figure 1. Adaptive array combiner - general structure By applying complex weights to the individual receive branches and adding up the resulting signals, i.e., by performing spatial filtering, the goal is to optimize reception of a desired signal (User 0) whilst suppressing any cochannel interferences that might be present (Users 2 ... Q).



1.1 Objectives Today’s adaptive array literature distinguishes between two views of spatial filtering: antenna diversity and beamforming, see Fig. 2.
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1.2 Identification of Space Processing Goals Let us first identify the overall objectives when using an adaptive array in a fading channel. It is well-known that the quality of a mobile radio link depends on the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or, in the presence of cochannel interference (CCI), signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio (SINR), and the type of fading involved. For instance, the performance of a single branch receiver in terms of the uncoded bit error rate (BER) of coherently detected binary phase shift keying (BPSK) versus mean SNR is shown in Fig. 3 for a Rayleigh fading channel and a Ricean fading channel with a ratio of direct-to-scattered energy of K = 10 (see [1], [2] for instance). A x
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amforming, on the other hand, is to generate directionally distinctive system behaviour, providing improved gain, i.e., signal amplification, towards the directions of incidence of the desired signal whilst suppressing distributions from any interferers. The antenna spacing of such beamformers is typically chosen to be half a wavelength.
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Figure 3. BER performance for a single antenna receiver versus mean SNR for Rayleigh and Ricean channels (coherently detected BPSK).



Figure 2. Antenna diversity (left) and beamforming (right) Antenna diversity such as switched diversity, selection diversity, or maximum ratio combining refers to methods deployed, for instance, in a vehicular context in the early days of mobile radio. The declared goal of antenna diversity is to reduce fading-related fluctuations that occur in a propagation environment characterized by a multitude of propagation paths that may add up destructively or constructively at the receiver. The common notion of be-



It is obvious that, taking point A on the Rayleigh curve as a reference, we would have improved BER performance if the mean SNR was increased from, e.g., 5 to 10 dB, if we had the less severely fading Ricean channel instead of the Rayleigh channel for fixed 5 dB of SNR, or even more so, if we had both effects at one time. This would take us from A to points B1, B2, and B3, respectively.



1. Parts of this paper are extractions from [6] and [9].



From this consideration, the two fundamental goals of using adaptive antenna arrays in fading channels can be identified (see Fig. 4 for an illustration in the temporal domain): maximize the level of the desired signal (bold solid line) with respect to any noise and interference (thin solid and grey lines, respectively), and reduce any fadingrelated fluctuations.
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The general array structure and signal model assumed are those shown in Fig. 1. The electro-magnetic fields of Q + 1 signal sources (i.e., independently operating users) are incident on the M -branch array. Let u q ( t ) denote the information-bearing envelope of user q , normalized at the transmitter such that the expectation 2



〈 uq ( t ) 〉 = 1 C
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2.1 Signal Model
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0 50 20 t/ms 40 50 0 60 80 t/ms t/ms 100 Figure 4. Plot showing the objectives of using adaptive arrays in mobile radio environments from a perspective of temporal fades (left: single antenna, right: with spatial processing)



1.3 Overview This paper is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we present a simple but powerful spatial flat fading channel model for the multi-user case in multipath propagation environments. Also, the notion of angles between steering vectors in signal space is introduced. Chapter 3 defines important performance criteria for spatial filters in fading channels and treats the optimum weights for the general Wiener filter case. Using these measures, the subsequent chapter investigates the performance of the optimum spatial filtering for important prototypical wave incidence and array geometries of the single user case, i.e., the case in which all interference is modeled as spatially white Gaussian noise. Together with an analysis of the directional behaviour of the spatial processors, this leads to various general findings. Finally, in Chapter 5, the paper is summarized and concluded.



2. Signal and Channel Model Generally, the mobile radio channel is well-known to be characterized by three types of fading: Propagation loss, large-scale fading, and small-scale fading [1]. In current cellular systems, the former two can be observed in the regime above 10..100 meters of mobile movement. For the channel model used in this work, we limit ourselves to the latter type of fading, i.e., small-scale fading that typically occurs in the sub-meter range, since this is the only type of time-variance that antenna arrays the size of a few wavelengths can have an impact upon.



(1)



The receive power per branch attributed to user q is de2 noted by σ q . Also, we have thermal noise contributions n ( t ) = n 1 ( t ) … n M ( t ) T assumed uncorrelated between 2 the branches and with equal noise powers σ N per branch. H The array weights w = w 1 … w M are applied to the overall receive vector x ( t ) = x 1 ( t ) … x M ( t ) T which yields the array output, y ( t ) H



y(t) = w x(t)



(2)



where H denotes Hermitian transpose. Note that the weights are defined as complex conjugates (•)* in Fig. 1 for notational convenience.



2.2 Small-Area Fading Channel Model According to the introductory paragraph in this chapter, we define a small-area model, by which we denote a scenario in which the constellation of incident multipaths is invariant over all times of observation, i.e., there is no path loss and no large-scale fading effects. More precisely, the directions-of-arrival (DOAs) and amplitudes as well as delays of individual propagation paths are fixed. The phase of each path, however, may be subject to rapid changes as a result of mobile (or scatterer) movement, i.e., the Doppler effect. We presume that no two paths have exactly the same Doppler shift; for instance, in the case of a base station antenna array with a static environment, this would approximately correspond the realistic assumption that the directions of departure of all propagation paths scattered or reflected in the surroundings and finally impinging on the array can be distinguished. In addition, we make the common assumption that the signal envelopes of incident waves are invariant across the array (narrowband assumption). Moreover, all waves are approximated to travel horizontally. And as a last restriction, we only consider flat-fading small area scenarios in this work. Thus, the system bandwidth is relatively small such that propagation delays of the various paths cannot be resolved at the receiver. For reasons of generality, this channel model as well as the observations and definitions of chapter 3 are established for the multi-user case, i.e., for Q ≥ 1 (whereas the more in-depth treatment of chapter 4 is carried out for the white noise case only). Under these conditions, the time-variant multi-user receive vec-



tor x ( t ) at the array is given in general terms by Lq
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of user q per branch m is given by the sum of the squares of the corresponding path magnitudes,



u q ( t ) + n ( t ) (3)
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where user q has Lq paths and the k’th path of user q is characterized by ϕ ql , a ( ϕ ql ) , σ ql , φ ql , and f qk , which denote its direction-of-arrival, steering vector, time-invariant amplitude, initial phase, and Doppler frequency, respectively. With omnidirectional antenna elements, the m’th element of the array steering vector a ( ϕ ) is 2π a m ( ϕ ) = exp  – j ------ e ϕ r m  λ 
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e ϕ = ( cos ϕ, sin ϕ ) and the antenna position r m in the horizontal plain. λ is the free-space wavelength. Using



the abbreviation Lq



hq ( t ) =



∑ a( Ωql )σql exp ( jφqk + 2πfqk t )



(5)
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∑ hq ( t ) uq ( t ) + n ( t ) = ∑ xq ( t ) + n ( t )



(6)



where x q ( t ) denotes the contribution of user q to the overall receive vector. If we further assume that the timevariance is relatively slow with respect to the symbol duration, i.e., the symbol duration is much shorter than the channel coherence time, the fading channel can be approximated as piece-wise time-invariant (see also mark "C" in Fig. 4). For such a short time period, the phase of each propagation path is a fixed quantity, φ˜ qk , characterized by a representative instant in time ˜t : φ˜ qk = φ qk + 2πf qk ˜t
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(10)



2.3 Spatial Correlation Matrices Considering for a moment only the contribution to x ( t ) belonging to a single user of overall (receive) power σ 2S transmitting the data u(t) via L propagation paths, the corresponding short-term receive signal is x ( t ) = h˜ S u ( t ) , where h˜ S is given by the summation formula of the type given in (9). In the sequel, we make use of two important types of correlation matrices, namely, short-term and long-term types. Generally, a correlation matrix is deH fined by the term E { x ( t )x ( t ) } , where the duration over which the expectation E{.} is taken depends on the type of correlation matrix required. For the short-term type, the channel is again time-invariant during observation, so we find using (1) (the overbar denotes the short-term mean)



∑ h˜ quq ( t ) + n( t ) ,
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time-variant quantity along with the time-variance of the channel h˜ S , but can again be considered time-invariant for periods significantly shorter than the coherence time of the channel. For long-term averaging, i.e., taking the mean over the fading, due to vanishing cross-terms with distinguishable Doppler shifts, we find using (5) the long-term correlation matrix H



R S = 〈 h S ( t )h S ( t ) 〉 = o
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Correspondingly, let R S = R ⁄ σ S denote the normalized long-term correlation matrix, that exhibits unity entries on all diagonal elements.



2.4 Angles in Signal Space
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x ( t ) = h˜ S u S ( t ) +



(11)



where the short-term correlation matrix R˜ S is also a



(7)



Then, the short-term receive vector can be expressed as (the index S is used for the desired user, q = 0 , from now on):
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for the time-variant vector channels per user, (3) can be rewritten as x(t) =



2



σ q = 〈 x qm 〉 =



(9)
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is the local spatial signature or short-term vector channel 2 for user q. Finally note that the mean receive power σ q



Although, due to the complex-valued nature of pass-band radio signals represented in processed in baseband, a visualization in real-space is bound to be incomplete, it can nevertheless be very helpful. For instance, for a three-element antenna array, the steering vector a ( ϕ 1 ) for a wave arriving from direction ϕ 1 can be viewed as a vector in three-dimensional space pointing in a certain direction, see Fig. 5 For a different angle ϕ 2 , this vector will usually point in a different direction. The set of all steering vectors a ( ϕ ), ∀ϕ ∈ [ 0, 2π[ defines the so-called array-manifold A [3], which is a closed curve in CM. The track of A in CM depends largely on the array geometry like, for instance,



i.e., directional response or amplification, affected by the array from the expression
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H Go ( ϕ ) = w a ( ϕ ) 2 ⁄ w 2



(14)



G o plays an important role for illustrating and explaining the directional behaviour of an array for given spatial weights.
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Figure 5. Visualization of steering vectors and angles be-



3. Performance Criteria and Optimum Weights



tween steering vectors.



in the case of a uniform linear array (ULA) with antenna spacings of d between adjacent elements: The larger d, the faster the movement of a ( ϕ ) as ϕ is varied, as can be predicted from the definition of steering vector components (4).
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a ( ϕ 1 ) a ( ϕ 2 ) = Me



jξ 12



cos ϑ 12



(13)



where ξ and ϑ 12 are the phase and angle between the 12 two steering vectors in CM. If, for instance, the inner product between two steering vectors is zero, then the two steering vectors are said to be orthogonal, or ϑ 12 = π ⁄ 2 = 90o. Contrarily, if the inner product is M (i.e., maximum), the two steering vectors are collinear, or ϑ 12 = 0 . Generally, it can be predicted that if the two directions of incidence ϕ 1, 2 are very close to one another and the spacing between adjacent antenna elements is relatively low, the angle ϑ 12 between the two steering vectors will be very small. If, on the other hand, the DOA’s ϕ 1, 2 are far apart and the antenna spacing is large, the angle ϑ 12 may be anywhere between [ 0, π ⁄ 2 ] , depending on the actual situation. This notion of angles between vectors also allows to geometrically illustrate the effect of applying a weight vector w to the array according to (2): It is the projection of the received signal vector x ( t ) onto w . If, for instance, the received signal contains a single propagation path incident from direction ϕ 1 (we neglect any phase and amplitude terms for a moment), i.e., x ( t ) = a ( ϕ 1 )u ( t ) then the H magnitude of the signal at the array output y = w x ( t ) will be a function of the inner product between the given weight vector and the steering vector for ϕ 1 (see also H Fig. 5), y = w a ( ϕ 1 )u ( t ) Therefore, by scanning ϕ 1 over the whole possible range of angles of incidence ϕ 1 = [ 0, π ⁄ 2 [ , we find the normalized antenna pattern,



Figure 6 contains important input and output quantities used in our analysis. p(γ x) Γx, Varx
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This visualization of steering vectors is also useful to define the important notion of an "angle" between two steering vectors a ( ϕ 1 ) and a ( ϕ 2 ) , see Fig. 5. Using the definition of [4], the inner product between two steering vectors can be put in the form



3.1 Input-to-Output Transformation
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Figure 6. Short-term and mean SINR ( γ and Γ) and SINR



variance (Var) at each input (index x) and the array output (index y)



For the array input (i.e., per branch), we define the ratio between the short-term desired signal power and the long-term mean interference-plus-noise power as shortterm SINR γ x , given by the ratio of the instantaneous power level of the desired signal P S ( t ) and the mean interference-plus-noise power level P IN (see Fig. 4). The corresponding quantity for the array output y is denoted by γ y . Note that there is a different input short-term SINR γ x for each antenna, and that both the γ x and γ y are time-variant quantities. Moreover, p x ( γ x ) is the probability density function (PDF) of short-term SINR at each input of the array processor. All antenna elements are assumed to be identical. Therefore, each antenna branch is subject to the same small-area multipath field. Hence, the statistics (describing the small area model) are identical, too. p y ( γ y ) is the corresponding PDF of output SINR values. Furthermore, 2



Γ x = 〈 γ x〉 and Var x = 〈 ( γ x – Γ x ) 〉 2



Γ y = 〈 γ y〉 and Var y = 〈 ( γ y – Γ y ) 〉



(15) (16)



are the mean and variance of γ x and γ y values, respectively. It should be noticed that we are not dealing with variances of (input or output) signals themselves (corresponding to signal powers), but with the variances of SINR quantities. The variances are thus a measure of the widths of the respective PDFs and, hence, measure of the



fading strength of the channels. Using these variables, the two objectives can be approached from the perspective of these input and output PDFs of SINR. Fig. 7 illustrates this by means of a twostage PDF transformation from the input x to the output y: py ( γ y )
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Figure 7. Change of PDF due to SINR gain (center plot) and SINR gain and fading reduction/diversity (right plot)



The first step is a simple scaling operation of the means (from Γ x to Γ y ) without changing the PDF shape. The second step reshapes the PDF at constant mean by squeezing it, i.e. by reducing the PDF variances (from Var x to Var y ). In practice, of course, both effects cannot be separated. However, as subsequent chapters will show, depending on the system parameters and the environment, not both improvements can always be obtained.



3.2 Definition of Performance Gains Using the SINR variables specified in the previous section, we now define performance gain variables that quantify the extent of two PDF transformations for a given scenario: we define the antenna gain β A and the diversity gain β D as 〈 γ x〉 Γy β A = ----------- = -----〈 γ y〉 Γx 2
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2



〈 ( γ x – Γx ) 〉 ⁄ Γx Var x ⁄ Γ x β D = ------------------------------------------ = ----------------------2 2 2 Var y ⁄ Γ y 〈 ( γ y – Γy ) 〉 ⁄ Γy



(18)



The antenna gain as the ratio of the SINR means describes the general upward scaling of PDFs (corresponding to the first PDF transformation in Fig. 7), whereas the diversity gain as the ratio between the normalized input to output SINR variances describes the reduction in fading strength for given means (the second PDF transformation in Fig. 7).



3.3 The Optimum Weights The mean output power of the array processor is given by 2
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E { y ( t ) } = w E { x ( t )x ( t ) }w



riod over which the expectation is taken. Optimum performance in the SINR sense, i.e., maximization of desired signal contributions to the total power of (19) whilst minimizing interference and noise contributions, can be achieved by adjusting the weights at the fading rate, i.e., for each state of short-term static channel conditions, and choosing for the weights  Q  H 2 ˜ – 1 h˜ = κ  ˜ = κR w h˜ q h˜ q + σ N I M IN S   q = 1 
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h˜ S



(20)



This represents the spatial Wiener filter, or simply optimum combiner solution, which has first been investigated in detail for the special case of uncorrelated fading in [8]. κ is an arbitrary constant from CM which does not affect the SINR. I M is the M -dimensional identity matrix. Using (11) for the short-term correlation matrix R˜ S of the desired signal, the short-term SINR at the array output is then given by ˜ w ˜ HR w H ˜ –1 ˜ S˜ γ y = ----------------------- = h˜ S R IN h S H˜ ˜ ˜ w R IN w



(21)



It should again be emphasized that all quantities involved in (21) including the short-term correlation matrices are time-variant within the small-area context. Note that throughout this work, we assume that perfect estimates of h˜ S and R˜ S are available.



4. Analysis In this section, the foregoing models and definitions will be applied to the single user case, i.e., any interference is approximated as lumped Gaussian noise1. The only source of disturbance is then the noise term n ( t ) , so the receive vector is given by x ( t ) = h˜ S u S ( t ) + n ( t ) ,



(22)



The optimum combiner (20) then becomes the maximum ratio combiner (MRC) with weights given by the current channel coefficients ˜ = κh˜ S w



(23)



(applied as Hermitian transpose, Fig. 1). For the shortterm SINR, which becomes the short-term signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), (21) we obtain 2 γ y = h˜ S 2 ⁄ σN



(24)
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where we assumed that the weights are constant in the pe-



1. Some cases with spatially colored interference have been studied in [7]



4.1 Closed-Form Gain Expressions In order to derive the general expressions for βA and βD from 3.2 in given channel scenarios and array structures, we first consider the array input, i.e., any of the M array inputs. Departing from the channel model of 2.2 for a single user and consideration of any of the M inputs, we can derive by straightforward evaluation and simplification of two- and four-dimensional sums the general terms for Γ x and Var x defined in (15) Γx =  
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Γ y = 〈 γ y〉 = Mσ S ⁄ σ N = MΓ x



(28)



From (25) and (28), we have βA = M



(29)



This is a first important statement: The antenna gain of the short-term optimum combiner (without CCI) is always given by the number of antenna elements, regardless of wave and array geometries1. For Var y , we obtain from the definition (16) by a straightforward evaluation of a four-dimensional sum, cancelling zero-mean terms and formal rearrangement, the following expression LS
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(31)



where the long-term correlation matrix RS of the desired 2 signal following (12). . F is the squared Frobenius norm of a matrix or simply the sum of the absolute squares of all its entries [5]. Hence, with the formula (12) for RS, we see that the fading strength at the combiner output can be predicted from the spatial distribution and amplitudes of multipaths and the array geometry implicitly contained in the steering vectors. For the diversity gain as defined in (18), we obtain using (25), (26), (28), and (31) the following closed-form expression
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where ℜ { . } denotes the real part operator (note the summation indices!) and a Sl, k is short for a ( ϕ Sl, k ) . Again, on an average, the mixed terms in (27) vanish, so 2



Var y = ( 1 ⁄ σ N )  R S – M  F
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Going through a few reordering and rewriting steps, (30) can be put in the form 4



4 4 σ Sl ⁄ σ N 



where we used the fact that, due to the phase fading with different Dopplers, cross-terms between any two distinct paths vanish in the long-term average. From (21) and the channel model of 2.2, we obtain the short-term SNR at the output of the short-term optimum combiner as  1 γ y = -------  2 σN 



(Observe again the summation indices). Equation (30) is an important result and can be considered as the ’secret’ of diversity: shows that the variance or fading strength of the resulting output channel depends on the orientation of the multipath steering vectors in CM. In other words: A high degree of fading reduction is achievable if the wave incidence and array geometries are such that the inner products between all possible pairs of multipath steering vectors are small.



(30)



1. It should be noted that our approach does not take into account mutual coupling between antenna elements which affects available antenna gains with very low element spacings in practice.
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where R S is the normalized RS according to 2.3. Equation (32) requires solely knowledge of the multipath constellation and the array properties to predict the achievable degree of fading reduction. The following section illustrates and interprets the foregoing results by means of some prototypical wave and array environments.



4.2 Scenarios Figure 8 shows the scenarios considered. 1W
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Figure 8. Three-element ULA immersed in three different types of single user wave fields. Each arrow represents the propagation vector of a (Doppler-shifted) planar wave.



We study a single-wave environment (1W), two-wave fading (2W), and a scenario composed of a very large number of propagation paths arriving within a well-defined angular sector (multiple waves, MW). According to the channel model of 2.2, each path is a Doppler-shifted planar wavefront (represented in the graph by an arrow corresponding to the propagation vector). The wave parameters (angles, angular width) are as indicated in the graph and explained in the sections below. Following 2.2, we assume all path parameters to be fixed, merely allowing phase variations due to the Doppler effect. The antenna is a three-element ( M = 3 ) uniform linear array (ULA). The spacing between adjacent elements is d .



For a single path, the received signal can be expressed as x ( t ) = σS e



a ( ϕS ) + n ( t ) ,



(33)



Following (23) and choosing a suitable κ , the optimum (MRC) weights are here given by w = a ( ϕ S1 ) . This is a non-fading environment, i.e., we have (static) AWGN channels at each antenna element. The short-term SNRs γ x and γ y at both the array inputs and the array outputs are time-invariant and are thus equal to their long-term means, 2
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2



2



Γ x = γ x = σ S ⁄ σ N and Γ y = γ y = Mσ S ⁄ σ N



(34)



respectively. With a single path, the sum expressions for the fading variances Var x and Var y from (26) and (30) contain no elements and, hence, are both zero. In other words, there is no fading reduction - but no need for any to begin with. However, an antenna gain is obtained, and as explained in (4.1), this gain is always β F = M . To illustrate this, Fig. 9 shows the beampattern G o ( ϕ ) for the above ULA for two different antenna spacings, d = λ ⁄ 2 (bold grey line) and d = 3λ (black line) for this single wave case. 90 120
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4.4 Two-Wave Fading (2W) Here, the local channel vector of the desired signal and the corresponding MRC weights are given by σ S jφ˜ S1 jφ˜ S2 h˜ S = ------- e a ( ϕ S1 ) + e a ( ϕ S2 ) 2



4.3 Single Planar Wave (1W)



jφ˜ S



Both structures exhibit a gain of β A = 3 towards the desired direction, which would apply to any other 3-element array configuration with omnidirectional antenna elements (including non-uniform or non-linear setups). Of course, the higher spacing leads to so-called grating lobes (various angles exhibiting maximal gain), but this does not prevent the array from forming maximum gain towards ϕ S .



(35)



˜ = h˜ S , respectively. and w



The short-term input SNR can easily be shown to be given by 2



σS γ x = ------- [ 1 + cos ( φ˜ S12 ) ] 2 σN



(36)



where φ˜ S12 = φ˜ S1 – φ˜ S2 + φ Sm and φ Sm is a fixed phase term stemming from the array steering vectors and accounting for the antenna element for which γ x is evaluated. Since any phase difference φ˜ S1 – φ˜ S2 is equally likely, for each local channel state φ˜ S12 is a random number taken from an effective range [ 0, 2π[ . Thus, the term in the brackets of (36) will vary between 0 and 2. This corresponds to severe fading at each input element owing to alternatingly constructive and destructive interference of the two paths. Performing a variable transformation [9] of the uniformly distributed φ˜ S12 by the expression (36) leads to the following PDF of γ x , 1 1 p x ( γ x ) = ---------- ---------------------------------------πΓ x 2  γ x – Γ x 1 –  ------------------  Γx 



0 ≤ γ x ≤ 2Γ x



(37)



which is depicted as the dotted line in Fig. 10. G0 30



Note that, although the instantaneous values of γ x may differ strongly between the antenna elements of the array, the PDFs are identical, of course. For the array output, we obtain from (27) 2
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Figure 9. Angular beampatterns optimized for a single path incident from 75°: shown for d = λ/2 (bold grey line) and d = 3λ (thin black line)



σS   j ( φ˜ S2 – φ˜ S1 ) H  γ y = -------  M + ℜ  e a S1 a S2  2   σN 2



Mσ S = ------------ [ 1 + cos ϑ 12 cos ( φ˜ S2 – φ˜ S1 + ξ 12 ) ] 2 σN



(38)



3



p x, y ( γ x, y )



Also (not shown), at d = 5.18λ , the PDF width is nearly zero, so the PDF becomes Dirac-shaped and the channel becomes AWGN (non-fading) despite severe fading at the array input.



d = 5λ
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As far as antenna and diversity gains are concerned, the former ( β A ) is M as required for the single-user case, see (29), which is confirmed by the fact the centre of gravity of all output PDFs is at 3Γ x . The latter ( β D ) can be found from (32) to be given by
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Figure 10. Input and Output PDFs of short-term SINR for the two-wave fading scenario (dashed line: input PDF, shaded areas: output PDFs for various antenna spacings)



where ϑ 12 and ξ 12 are the angle and phase between a S1 and a S2 in CM according to the formulation of the inner product between two steering vectors in (13). The mean 2 2 of γ y is given by Γ y = Mσ S ⁄ σ N , as required. Again, the ˜ ˜ composite phase φ S2 – φ S1 + ξ 12 is uniformly distributed, which allows us to determine the output PDF p y ( γ y ) by PDF transformation techniques. The result is given by (39)
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Figure 11. Antenna gain and diversity gain versus antenna



for Γ y ( 1 – cos ϑ 12 ) ≤ γ y ≤ Γ y ( 1 + cos ϑ 12 ) , which has a variance (30) σS Mσ S 2 H Var y = ------- a S1 a S2 = -----------4 4 σN σN
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β A, D
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1 1 p y ( γ y ) = ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------π cos ϑ 12 Γ γ y  y – Γy  2 1 –  -------------------------  cos ϑ 12 Γ y



(41)



Both β A and β D are plotted versus d in Fig. 11 for d ∈ [ 0, 15λ ] .



fading reduction gain βD
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2



d = λ⁄2



2



(40)



p y ( γ y ) is plotted in Fig. 10 for antenna spacings of d = λ ⁄ 2 , 4λ , 5λ and 7λ . It is obvious that the relative widths of the output PDFs (corresponding to the Var y



variables) strongly depend on the antenna spacing. For d = λ ⁄ 2 , for instance, the two steering vectors are nearly collinear in the signal space: an analysis of (13) under the given conditions yields an angel ϑ 12 of merely 9.4° between the two steering vectors; for this spacing, the output PDF is a more or less direct (but scaled) replica of the input PDF. In contrast, for d = 5λ , the angle is ϑ 12 = 88° , i.e., the steering vectors are nearly orthogonal, and therefore, the width of the corresponding PDF is very small. For d = 7λ , ϑ 12 = 72° , so the PDF is wider again. Moreover, the PDF shape at d = 4λ is nearly identical to that at 7λ , since the angles ϑ 12 are very similar between these two cases. Note that although the input PDF in the output PDFs for d = 4λ, 7λ are nearly identical, the width of the former is larger in our relative outlook that takes into consideration the respective means.



The plot shows how the fading reduction capability of the structure grows from d = 0 to d ∼ 5.18λ , where β D becomes infinite (no more fading at the array output due to orthogonal steering vectors). Beyond that, β D decreases, but increases again until reaching another pole at d ∼ 10λ due to orthogonal multipath steering vectors for this multipath and array constellation. At around d = 15λ , the performance decays to that at d = λ ⁄ 2 (no diversity). For larger spacings, the process of increasing and decreasing fading reduction theoretically repeats over and over again. Notice, however, that for angles of incidence ϕ S1, 2 different from those chosen in the above example, the values of d for orthogonal steering vectors may be completely different. From a beampattern perspective (not shown), these effects can be explained as follows: For orthogonal steering vectors, a beam (or grating lobes for large spacings) pointed towards the first direction would lead to a natural null towards the second direction and vice versa. Hence, the two directions can be received and phase-adjusted independently by applying weights that correspond to a superposition of these two sub-beams. For non-orthogonal vectors, in contrast, this independent adjustment is not available, which will lead to partial extinction of the two waves’ contributions in the array output.



4.5 Directional Rayleigh Fading (MW)



would yield the same results.)



For the multiple wave (MW) scenario, the short-term channel vector is given by σS h˜ S = ---------Ls



LS



∑e



a ( ϕ Sl )



(42)



l=1



1 –γ x ⁄ Γx p x ( γ x ) = ------ e Γx



(43)



The mean and variance of γ x are given by (25) and (26), 2
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Var x = σ S ⁄ σ N = Γ x



(44)



where the sum term in (26) have been neglected in the determination of the fading variance (for a large number of 4 paths L S , the σ Sl terms become vanishingly small compared to the other contributions). For the array output, Γ y = MΓ x (as generally required) and from (30) we have
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30 40 50 60 70 Figure 12. Steering vector orthogonality patterns for a refer-



ence of 45° (bold arrow) and antenna spacings of λ/2 and 5λ



The reference angle of 45° is marked by the bold arrow in Fig. 12; the bold grey curve is for d = λ/2, the thin black plot shows d = 5λ. The contributions of these terms to the overall variance of output SNR correspond thus to the area under the respective curve within [45°/55°]. Obviously, the area under the λ/2-curve is significantly larger than that under the 5λ curve. Similar situations will be observed if contributions other than l = 1 to the overall variance are investigated (by replotting Fig. 12 with reference angles other than 45°). Thus, the output fading strength will be significantly lower for the 5λ-array than for the λ/2-array. In order to quantify this effect, we evaluate the diversity gain β D for this Rayleigh fading scenario. For a large number of propagation paths, the sum terms in (32) can be neglected and, hence, the diversity gain in Rayleigh fading channels can be written as 2



M β D = ----------------o 2 RS F



LS 4 LS 2 H 2 σS --------------a Sl a Sk Var y = LS σ4 N l = 1k = l + 1 4



2



9 jφ˜ Sl



where the ϕ Sl are uniformly distributed on [45°/55°] and for each valid realization the phases φ˜ Sl are random quantities taken from [0, 2π[. Hence, each element h˜ Sm of h˜ S is generated by an overlay of random terms from the unit circle in the complex I/Q plain. Owing to the central limit theorem, for a large number of paths (for instance, L S > 10 yields good results), h˜ Sm will exhibit a complex Gaussian distribution. Hence, h˜ Sm is Rayleigh-distributed, which corresponds to a chi-square dis2 tribution with two degrees of freedom [2] of h˜ Sm and, 2 2 equivalently, of γ x = h˜ Sm ⁄ σ N ,



Γx = σS ⁄ σN
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(47) o
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By performing an eigenanalysis of R S ( R S = QΛQ ), we obtain a unitary matrix of eigenvectors Q and a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues Λ = diag ( λ S1, …, λ SM ) , which can be used to re-express (47) by 2



From (45), it becomes again clear what has been found in general terms and for the example of two waves in the previous section: In order to achieve a low fading strength at the array output, the inner product between all possible pairs of steering vectors (here, constituting the sector shaped wave incidence), should be very small. For illustration, Fig. 12 shows the expression H



G ( ϕ Sk ) = a ( 45° )a ( ϕ Sk )
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2



= M ( cos ϑ S1k )



2



(46)



over the corresponding angular region, i.e., all of the terms k = 2,3, ... belonging to l = 1 in (45) if the paths are numbered in increasing angular order (for the plot, we used 500 paths on [45°/55°], but any other large number



M β D = -----------------------M



∑



(48)



2 λ Sm



m=1



This sets the lower and upper limits for the diversity gain: If the antenna elements are fully uncorrelated, each λ Sm is equal to 1 (the sum of all eigenvalues is fixed by the o summed trace of R S , which, due to the normalization of o R S , is M). Therefore, β D is given by the number of antennas M (maximum diversity). If, on the other hand, the antenna elements are fully correlated (the magnitude of o all elements of R S being close to 1.0, with arbitrary phase), we have a rank one situation with only one nonzero eigenvalue of value M, so the diversity gain is 1 (no



fading reduction). Hence, the improvements obtained from the adaptive array are limited to the first PDF transformation step in Fig. 7, i.e., an amplification of all signal level values occurring, but without an improvement of the fading strength. In any other case, (48) gives the effective number of diversity branches ranging anywhere between 1 and M expressed by the actual eigenvalue spread. Hence, the expression (48) can be regarded as a generalized diversity order for Rayleigh fading channels. For instance, for d = λ ⁄ 2 and d = 5λ , the correlation matrices after (12) for the sector-multipath scenario are given by
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yielding diversity gains of β D ( λ ⁄ 2 ) = 1.02 and β D ( 5λ ) = 2.39 if (47) is evaluated. That is, the λ ⁄ 2 -array provides about no diversity gain, whereas the 5λ -array is "worth" nearly 2.4 antennas in terms of fading reduction. In order to illustrate the spacing dependence more completely, Fig. 13 shows the β D versus d curve for this MW scenario. It becomes clear that for this environment, the fading reduction is a monotonously increasing function of the spacing before slowly oscillating just below the maximum value of 3 if the spacing is greater than about 7λ . β D, β A βA
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Figure 13. Antenna gain, diversity gain, and eigenvalues of the long-term spatial correlation matrix versus antenna spacing for the MW scenario. 2



In terms of γ y given by h˜ S ⁄ σN2 , the effect is explained by the variability of the length of h˜ S : For increased d , the mutual correlations of the elements in h˜ S decrease1, leading to a narrower output PDF p y ( γ y ) . Correspond-



ingly, the effective rank of R S expressed by its eigenvalue spread decays for increasing d . These observations are verified by plotting the corresponding eigenvalues of o R S versus d (Fig. 13). Notice that whenever the β F curve reaches the maximum of 3, the wave-versus-array geometry is such that the sum of the inner products between all possible pairs of steering vectors is minimized (and all eigenvalues are equal), leading to optimal fading reduction. For these points (including infinite antenna spacing), the fading between all antennas is uncorrelated. Therefore, it should be noticed that (47) is consistent with the common notion of correlation, according to which a high degree of fading reduction can be achieved if the antennas exhibit low statistical dependencies between each o other. Then the off-diagonal entries of R S will have magnitudes close to zero and the sum of the squared magnitudes of all entries (i.e., the Frobenius norm) will be relatively small in the denominator of (47), leading to large β F . Also note, however, that the general definition of (32) for β F is far more universal than the traditional perception since it captures the fading reduction capabilities of the array for any given wave scenario (be it Rayleigh or not, like the 2W scenario of 4.4). From the beampattern perspective, the effect observed above can be explained by the occurrence of grating lobes for antenna spacings larger than λ ⁄ 2 (Fig. 14). Grating lobes can be effectively used to resolve and adjust the array to the set of wavefronts. In other words, the angular region towards which grating lobes are directed are selected such that the paths received with large gains exhibit optimally constructive interference among each other. This adaptation is unavailable with the broader beam of the λ/2-array, which can only ensure that the desired signal is received with improved gain. Therefore, other instantaneous beampatterns for the λ/2-array would look very similar, whereas other grating lobe snapshots in the case of the 5λ-array may look completely different, if Fig. 14 was replotted for a different channel state. We emphasize again that both structures provide an average antenna gain of M . At first sight, this may conflict with intuition as far as the d = 5λ setup is concerned, since only fractions of the overall angular region of incident energy are received with full gain (by adjusting the grating lobes). However, since the part of the angular spectrum is carefully selected in order to choose the regions of optimal constructive interference between paths, this is disadvantage is even overcompensated for: not only is the average SNR improvement still equivalent to M , but also the fading occurring at the array input can be reduced. 1. More precisely, this decrease of the correlations is oscillatory [11].



to 10log3 = 4.8 dB and is illustrated by the horizontal parallel lines drawn between the two curves. Note that the underlying PDFs of short-term SNR as defined in 3.1 would be identical (both Dirac-shaped in this non-fading environment) except for the scaling transformation by a factor of three on the x-axis.
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Figure 14. Instantaneous beam patterns for the UW scenario for d = λ/2 (grey line) and d = 5λ (black line)



4.6 Bit Error Rates Having investigated the implications of wave incidence and array geometries for the performance gains from a more theoretical point of view, we finally take a look at how the gains reflect in the BER behaviour of the array. To this end, Fig. 15 shows the uncoded BER versus mean input SNR Γ x (i.e., that at each antenna element) using coherently detected BPSK for the single planar wave (1W, dashed lines) and the directional Rayleigh fading (MW, solid lines) scenarios. 1W MW
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Additional effects become evident by studying the MW curves: The top curve "c" is for a single-antenna receiver in Rayleigh fading. The second solid curve "d" shows the performance of the array with an antenna spacing of d = λ ⁄ 2 . For this spacing, we found in 4.5 that an antenna gain of 3 but no diversity gain is obtained. As in the above 1W scenario, this corresponds to a horizontal shift of 4.8 dB of the Rayleigh curve (again illustrated by horizontal lines). From a point of view of input-to-output PDFs, there is an amplification of short-term SNR values of three, but not change of PDF shape. For the larger 5λ spacing, however, through resolving the wavefronts by grating lobes, we obtain both full antenna gain and a diversity gain, which reflects in a steeper slope of the BER curve ("e"). In terms of the PDF transformation between inputs and output, this effect corresponds to an amplification by a factor of three plus a narrowing of the PDF width, causing a change in the shape of the BER plot in addition to a horizontal shift.
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Figure 15. Uncoded BER versus mean input SNR for the single-wave (1W, dashed lines) and the directional Rayleigh (MW, solid lines) scenarios (coherently detected BPSK).



The curve labelled "a" is the classical one showing the BER performance for a non-fading AWGN channel with additive Gaussian noise. Here, it corresponds to the 1W scenario with a single receive antenna. The second dashed curve ("b") is for the three-branch array that points beams or grating lobes towards the (single-path) direction of incidence as explained in 4.3. The fixed antenna gain of β A = 3 without any diversity gain (in this non-fading environment) reflects in the fact that the left curve is a horizontally shifted replica of the single-branch AWGN curve. On a logarithmic scale, this shift amounts



We have investigated the improvements introduced by optimal spatial filters, i.e., adaptive antenna arrays, in multipath fading channels. Starting point for our analysis has been a frequency-flat small-area spatial channel model, which is characterized by fixed macroscopic properties including directions of arrival or path amplitudes and fading effects occurring due to Doppler-related phase rotations of all propagation paths alone. Then, taking various perspectives, the fundamental goals in spatial processing are explained to be two-fold: achieve improved mean SNR and reduce the fading-related fluctuations of the effective channels between the array inputs and the array output. In order to quantify the degree of achievement of these objectives in a given wave and array scenario, we have defined gain variables based the input and output PDFs of short-term SNR: the antenna gain, which corresponds to an improvement of the mean, and the diversity gain, quantified by a shrink of the PDF variances. These gain variables have then been investigated in detail for three important wave incidence scenarios for the single user case in white noise, using the SINR optimum spatial filter weights that reduce to the maximum ratio combining solution here. This analysis has shown that the achievable antenna gain always corresponds to the number of antennas, regardless of the array and multipath geometries. Also, the occurrence of fading



reduction has been explained by considering the orientation of multipath steering vectors in the signal space. It has been found that in order to obtain fading reduction, the array and multipath geometries should be such that the inner products between all possible pairs of steering vectors are small. Correspondingly, a high degree of fading reduction is shown to be equivalent to the array’s capability to resolve the incident wave field by adapting grating lobes if the angular spread is small. Grating lobes, that are generated whenever antenna elements are several wavelengths apart, do not introduce a loss in antenna gain, which may at first conflict with intuition. Finally, the effect of the two gains is illustrated by means of BER curves for uncoded BPSK: the antenna gain corresponds to a horizontal shift corresponding to the number of antennas in dB; the diversity gain is reflected in a steeper run of the BER curve. Thus, by explaining the achievement of fading reduction (diversity) from the beampattern perspective and by applying the notion of antenna gain to arbitrary fading channels and array structures, we have merged the two traditional views in spatial processing: beamforming and diversity. Such a thorough understanding of the phenomena governing the performance of spatial filtering in fading channels is required for the design of antenna array algorithms in high-capacity future cellular communication systems (see [10] for advances in the context of WCDMA).
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